the brain and in the various cisterns. In the posterior fossa it is first projected in a posteroanterior direction, leading to such phenomena as papilkedema, and later laterally, when the hearing is affected. It cannot, in man or in dogs, be transmitted directly into the internal ear spaces, but it has been shown that such increase in the lateral cistern, when all escape routes have been blocked by swelling or movement of the brain, can partly or wholly occlude the internal auditory artery as it enters the meatus and lead to cochlear aneemia. In some cases of acoustic neuroma there was a contralateral cochlear deafness as well as an ipsilateral nerve deafness.
By clinical investigation and experimental confirmation valuable information has been gained about the mechanics of intracranial pressure and how it may affect the cochlea and its function. Epidemiology is defined as a study of the laws governing the distribution of disease in the community. The value of the discipline in noncommunicable disease as well as in communicable disease is clearly shown in these contributions. This book is a report on a conference held in December 1960. It illustrates the diversity of approaches successfully applied to the study of the nervous system during recent years. Of three papers by electron microscopists, one deals with the glia (Luse), one with myelin formation (Robertson), and one with membranes in general (Fern&andez-Moran). All chapters on metabolism emphasize the differences between brain and other tissues; those on glucose metabolism (Chain), protein metabolism (Richter) and metabolism of the myelin sheath (McCaman) cover the more general aspects, whereas specialized problems are dealt with in chapters on amines (Axelrod, Kety), y-aminobutyric acid (Roberts), lipid-lipid interactions (Rapport) and phosphatidic acid (Hokin & Hokin). Effects of drugs (Quastel) and of electrical stimulation in vitro (McIlwain) on metabolic events are discussed, and so are a number of abnormalities in metabolism which form the basis of certain diseasesmaple syrup disease, diffuse sclerosis, and lipidoses (Menkes, Austin, Lees); an important advance in the study of phenylketonuria is its experimental production in monkeys (Waisman). Two papers are written from the viewpoint of the physical chemist (Szent-Gyorgyi and Cotzias & Borg), and another describes a protein chemist's successful isolation, from nerves and electric organs, of the compound responsible for the binding of certain drugs which have pharmacological effects on these tissues (Ehrenpreis). The last chapters deal with the interaction of hormones and the brain, an extensive survey on the experimental aspects (Harris) being followed by two short clinical papers (Hamburg and Elmadjian).
The success of some of the novel approaches to the physiology and pathology of the nervous system will make fascinating reading for a large medical and scientific public.
MARTHE VOGT
Cancer of the Female Reproductive Organs by Alfred I Sherman MD pp 338 illustrated £5 3s 6d Saint Louis: C VMosby 1963 London: Henry Kimpton The author of this textbook has set out to bring together in as clear and as concise a form as possible 'the knowledgeable data related to cancer of the female reproductive organs' and to try and show why there are differences in the treatment of various forms of gynecological cancer.
The book opens with a brief discussion of the nature of malignancy which is followed by an extensive chapter on the source of radioactivity and the effect of radiation on malignant and normal cells. These details, of undoubted interest to the enthusiastic radiotherapist, prepare the way for the author's preference in the treatment of gynaecological cancer. In the succeeding chapters on carcinoma of the uterine cervix and cancer of the body of the uterus he discusses the value of treatment by radiotherapy in extenso but devotes relatively little space to surgical treatment. Consequently there are omissions of details in surgical
